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An Adaptive Nonlinear Equalizer 

Richard Ernest Wendt III 

The problem of removal of distortion caused by nonlinearities is 

investigated in light of a known technique of equalization. This in¬ 

line, open loop, procedure, involving a contraction mapping, is well 

suited to compensating systems whose inputs are inaccessible. 

The present contribution is to add an adaptive capability to the 

scheme, extending its applicability to systems whose nonlinear parame¬ 

ters are unknown or drifting. Results of computer simulations are 

presented. 
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0. Introduction 

The use of an in-line technique to remove distortion due to non- 

linearities in a system has been investigated previously [8]. This 

approach can be visualized as in Figure (0.1). 

Fig. 0.1 The In-line Equalizer 

The equalizer in [8] uses a contraction mapping concept similar to 

[14; 13; 24; 25; 18; 19] in order to determine the signals affecting 

the nonlinear elements. Once these signals are ascertained, their 

effects on the output can be subtracted from it, leaving only the out¬ 

put component due to the linear part of the system. 

Distorted 

Output 
ESTIMATOR OF 

OUTPUT DISTORTION 

Undistorted 

Output 

Fig. 0.2 The Equalizer in More Detail 

This technique works well when the distorting system is known 

exactly. If the nonlinear parameters are unknown or are prone to 

drifting, errors in the estimate of the distortion components are 

inevitable, for the system has no feedback. 
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By making the system adaptive, as is done here, the nonlinear 

parameters can be estimated and tracked. 

The background material on contraction mappings in nonlinear 

inversion will be introduced and followed by a discussion of a reali¬ 

zation of the contraction mapping. Concepts of adaptation and methods 

of nonlinear parameter estimation are then presented. Finally, the 

nonlinear adaptive equalizer is described and the results of a com¬ 

puter simulation of the techniques are given. 



I. Contraction Mappings In Nonlinear Inversion 

The system under consideration [8] Is configured as In Figure 

(1.1). 

— —————— n 

One can describe this network by the equations 

Z 1 + Z i ns s nn n 
(i.i) 

V 
o 

Z 1 + Z 1 
os s on n 

(1.2) 

1 
n 1 (v ) nv n' 

(1-3) 

wheré 1 is a vector of input current sources and v is a vector of 
s o 

output voltages. The nonlinear elements [12] have been represented as 



ports of the linear network which is the linear part of the overall 

network. Connected to these ports are nonlinear controlled current 
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sources, i , which are functions of the voltages across the ports. 

The Z's represent the transfer functions of the linear network between 

the inputs, nonlinearity ports, and outputs. The subscript "s" stands 

for "source", ”n” for "nonlinearity", and "o" for "output”. These 

equations can be combined to yield 

v - Z Z 
n ns os 

-1 -1 
(1.4) 

ns os 

which is solvable as a contraction mapping [3] 

v 
n 
k+1 

* Z Z 
ns os 

(1.5) 

If K is defined by 

max |in (x)~in (y)l _< Kmax Ix_j~yj I 

j J j i 
(1.6) 

and g by 

(1.7) 

then equation (1.5) is a contraction in the Banach space L^(0,«) if 

gK < 1, provided VQ e l£(0,«>). [8] 
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This approach has, historically, been quite fruitful in the 

analysis of this type of problem. Early on, Landau and Miranker [13] 

showed that, with a system of the form of Figure (1.2), 

in(*) 

Fig. 1.2 The System of Landau and Miranker 

a bandlimited signal, x, could be recovered from y, the bandpass- 

filtered output of a nonlinearity, in(*). The slope of iR(*) could be 

neither zero nor infinite. P, the bandlimiter, should be close to an 

ideal bandpass filter. They require that the input be a signal in 

L2(—,°*). 

Since y » Pin(x) one can write 

x(t) - cy(t) + P(x-cin(x)) (1.8) 

where c is a positive real constant. Because x is bandlimited, it can 

be determined iteratively, with index k, as 

xk+*" = cy + P(xk - cin(x
k)) 

In order for {x } to be a Cauchy sequence, 

(1.9) 
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(1.10) 
x 

must have a coefficient for ||x^-x^-^|| which is less than unity. 

max|l - cin'(x)| < 1 (1.11) 
x 

implies 

(1.12) 

must be satisfied for any x. This requires that in(x) be strictly 

monotonie. 

Zames's [2A; 25] presentation was slightly more general. He con¬ 

sidered any operator that can be represented by a Volterra series, and 

chose those with a polynomial form and an invertible linear part. He 

showed that when in'(x) is finitely bounded above, and away from zero 

below, the operator could be inverted by a contraction procedure. 

Sandberg [18; 19] developed a far more complete description of 

this technique. His system is one dimensional, but time-varying. The 

problem in [1], cast in his form, appears in Figure (1.3) 
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He, too, assumes an input signal in L2(-»,«>). For this case, in which 

ZQS passes all frequencies of interest, his result is 

i 
s 

= z-1Py - z-1z PI (v ) 
os os on nv n7 (1.13) 

v «■ Z i +Z i (v ) 
n ns s nn nx n 

(1.14) 

so that 

k+1 
v 
n 

Z Z_1Py + (Z - 
ns os nn 

Z Z_1Z )Pi (vk) 
ns os on n n (1.15) 

Sandberg, too, requires a finite upper and a nonzero lower Lipschitz 

bound on i (v ). n n 

Masry [15] has extended this procedure to stationary, bandlimited 

stochastic process inputs. With the system shown in Figure (1.4), 



Compander LPF 

Fig. 1.4 The System of Masry 

where P is a lowpass filter, but not necessarily ideal, he finds that 

if the real, Borel-measurable function, A(*), satisfies 

i) E[A2(x(t))]<« for all t, 

ii) (A[x(t)], teR} is a mean-square continuous 

process, and 

iii) E[x(0)A[x(0)]]#), (1.16) 

then the Gaussian process X(t) can be recovered from Z(t). In theory, 

A(*) need not be monotonie, and, in fact, while an upper Lipschitz 

bound on A(*) satisfies (ii), 

IA(y)-A(x)| < M|y-x| (1.17) 

it is not a necessary condition for the satisfaction of (ii). The 

proof of the foregoing is not constructive. Masry does offer an expli¬ 

cit recovery scheme, which unfortunately is predicated on the mono¬ 

tonicity of A(*). 

de Figueiredo and Rajala [8] take a departure in not considering 

the case of a bandlimited output explicitly. An implication of this is 
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that *n(vn) need not be strictly monotonie. 

Consider the simple case in Figure (1.5) with Z = {0}, and 
OS 

z = z = z - i. 
ns nn on 

Fig. 1.5 The Simplest Case Involving Feedback and a Nonlinearity 

Then v = i (v ) + i . 
n n n s 

Choose the iterative scheme 

k+1 
v 
n 

i 
s 
+ i (vk) n^ n (1.18) 

We seek the condition for the sequence v* to be a Cauchy sequence. 

Now, suppose in(*) satisfies a Lipshltz condition 

111 (Vk+1) - i (vk)ll < K||vk+1 
n n — n 

- VK|| 
n 

(1-19) 

then 

» « k+2 k+1 
vn ” vn 

< Kiwi*1 
k 

v 
n 

(1.20) 

so if |K| < 1, the sequence is a Cauchy sequence, and no restriction 

is placed on the minimum magnitude of the slope of ln(
v
n). This 
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permits the nonlinear function to have local extrema as in Figure 

(1.6) 

Fig. 1.6 A Non-Monotonic Nonlinearity 

as long as z = v^ and z » in(vn) 
cross only once, i.e., there is a 

unique fixed point. 

In all of these approaches, the desire is to invert a nonlinear¬ 

ity, that is, given its output, to determine its input. Although Equa¬ 

tions (1.4) and (1.15) look complicated, they appear so only because 

the linear structure surrounding the nonlinearity has been unfolded 

and peeled back in order to expose the input and output of the non¬ 

linearity. 

The startling difference between de Figueiredo and Rajala [8] and 

Masry [15] as opposed to the others mentioned above is the strictness 

of the monotonicity of the nonlinearity. 

In the latter group, the output of the nonlinearity is always 

bandpass filtered, restricting the amount of information in the output 

to the amount in the input. Under these conditions, the nonlinearity 
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must be a one-to-one and onto mapping in order not to destroy any 

information. On the other hand, if, as the first group does, one makes 

use of more degrees of freedom in the nonlinearity's output, it is 

possible to identify the input even when the nonlinearity has a region 

of zero slope. As a practical matter, caution should be exercised to 

avoid limit cycles in the contraction, when using nonlinearities with 

zero slope seqments, as can be seen in Figure (1.7). 

Fig. 1.7 The Possibility of A Limit Cycle 



II» Implementation of the Contraction as a^ Feedback Network 

The underlying theme of all of the schemes discussed is an equa¬ 

tion of the form 

x(t) - y(t) + Q(x(*))(t) (2.1) 

where 

x(t) - VQ(t) 

y(t) - and 

ns os o 

Q(x(*))(t) = (Z - Z Z"Jz )i (v (t)) (2.2) 
nn ns os on n n 

in equation (1.4). This is solvable as a contraction mapping, where 

the ktk iterate is 

xk(t) - y(t) + Q(xk_1(*))(t) (2.3) 

Zames [25] mentions briefly the formal possibility of solving the 

contraction mapping by a feedback arrangement such as Figure (2.1). 

Fig. 2.1 Zames's Feedback Implementation 
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This is not consistent with the nature of the procedure. The feedback 

implementation is precisely described by the fixed point equation, and 

it solves it exactly. The contraction mapping is an approximation, so 

it seems conceptually profligate to simulate the approximation with 

the exact solution. 

In the continuous case, all is well, for one is able to realize 

the fixed point equation. However, in the discrete time case, the 

fixed point equation is impossible to realize, since it produces a 

noncomputable flowgraph [16]. It is noncomputable because, if Q(*) 

has a path without any delay, the feedback implementation has a 

delay-free loop. This is bad since it requires the outcome of a com¬ 

putation before the computation has been performed. 

To show that an approximation to the contraction mapping con¬ 

verges to the fixed point equation solution, as time approaches infin¬ 

ity, one would like to show that the difference between the two solu¬ 

tions decreases with time. An upper bound on the difference which 

forces it to zero has not been found, and with the additional assump¬ 

tion that the slope of Q(*) is bounded away from zero, it can be shown 

that there is a nonzero error for any time. 

Consider the simplest discrete approximation, shown in Figure 

(2.2), to the fixed point equation 
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£(k) - y(k) + Q(k(k-1)) (2.4) 

Fig. 2.2 A Simple Approximation to the Fixed Point Equation 

Here, k is both a time index and an iteration index. The difference 

between the fixed point solution and the approximation is 

I|x(k)-S(k)|I - ||Q(x(k))-Q(*(k-l))|| (2.5) 

If an upper Lipschitz condition 

I |Q(X1)-Q(X2) I | < K| IXj^—x21 | (2.6) 

is assumed, then 

| |x(k)-x(k) | | _< K| |x(k)-x(k-l) I | 

_< K| |x(k)-x(k-l)+x(k-l)-3c(k-l)| | (2.7) 

Defining e(k) = x(k)-£(k), this is 

||e(k)|| < K||x(k)-x(k-l)+e(k-l)|| 
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< K||x(k)-x(k-l)|| + Kl Ie(k-l)|| (2.8) 

Unfortunately, the error as k approaches Infinity is bounded by the 

slope of x(*), not by zero. To see that there Is an inherent error, 

suppose that there were a lower Lipschitz bound 

IlQ(x)-Q(y)lI > Ml|x-y|| (2.9) 

as well, then 

I |x(k)-5t(k)| I - ||Q(x(k))-Q(*(k-l))|| 

> M||x(k)-S(k-l)|| 

> Ml |x(k)-x(k-l)+x(k-l)-5c(k-l)|I (2.10) 

Suppose, by a fluke that x(k-l) ■ &(k-l) so that e(k-l) = 0. 

Nevertheless, for the next time point, 

1le(k)I| > M||x(k)-x(k-l)|| >0 (2.11) 

unless x(*) is a constant. Thus for any time k, the difference between 

the approximation and the fixed point solution will not necessarily be 

zero. What is worse is that even if it should become zero, it will not 

stay zero 
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By analogy to predictor-corrector methods, one can make a slight 

Improvement In the discrete case. At time k, calculate 

x(k) - X(k-l) + y(k) - y(k-l) (2.12) 

and 

x(k) = y(k) + Q(3c(k)) (2.13) 

This comes closer to converging to the fixed point solution. 

I|x(k)-X(k)|I = ||Q(x(k))-Q(x(k))I I 

< K||x(k)-x(k)|| 

< Kl Ix(k)-x(k-l)-y(k)+y(k-l)11 

< K| |x(k-l)-S(k-l)+Q(x(k))-Q(x(k-l))|I 

< K2||x(k)-x(k-l)I|+K||x(k-l)-S(k-l)|I 
(2.14) 

2 
The error term is multiplied by K Instead of by K. Since K < 1, this 

is advantageous. 

As a practical matter, one must perform iterations at each 

discrete time k, though. 

x1+1(k) = y(k) + Q(x1(k)) (2.15) 
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where 1 is the iteration index. A way to get a moderately nice start¬ 

ing value, x^(k), is by the use of the approximation presented above, 

giving 

x°(k) - xm(k-l) + y(k) - y(k-l) (2.16) 

where xm(k-l) is the final iterate at time k-1. Then 

x1(k) - y(k) + Q(x°(k)) (2.17) 

and the iteration procédés on i. 

It has been shown above that while Zames's idea for a feedback 

Implementation will work in the continuous time case, the fundamental 

nature of discrete time quashes it. A by-product of this analysis is a 

method which improves the starting value for the discrete time itera¬ 

tions without incurring an additional nonlinear calculation. 



III. An Adaptive Nonlinear Filter 

An adaptive system is one which changes its parameters in 

response to its inputs. Adaptive filters often perform a system iden¬ 

tification function. They may use the same basis as the modeled sys¬ 

tem, or they may come as close as possible, given a different set of 

basis functions. Consider, as an example of the latter type of pro¬ 

cess, a person whose native tongue does not include the "el” sound, as 

he tries to pronounce "nonlinear". By a combination of sounds which 

he is capable of saying, he will utter a word which by his judgment 

sounds as much as possible like "nonlinear”. His knowledge of how 

"nonlinear" should sound might be derived either from listening to 

another (presumably accurate) speaker or from a phonetic representa¬ 

tion of the word. By comparing his speech to that of the model, he 

will correct his own "nonlinear" as much as possible, given his dif¬ 

ferent set of basic sounds with which to construct it, and repeat the 

process until his further improvements are imperceptible. 

A typical adaptive system arrangement is shown in Figure (3.1) 
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Fig. 3.1 The Arrangement of an Adaptive System 

Most adaptive filtering schemes [23; 9] make use of a sum of 

known functions of the input, weighted by unknown parameters. They are 

linear in the unknown parameters. 

The overwhelmingly popular measure of closeness is squared error 

(cf. [20]). One seeks to minimize 

I IVo — ^o^2 “ S *v ” dt 

*0 

Using the basis functions * v , ie[0,in-l], 

m-1 

* - 1 Vi o 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The error expression becomes 
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IIv - $|L = / |v - la.v.dt 
tQ (3.3) 

The type of input has an effect on the performance of the adapta¬ 

tion algorithm. Many, notably Widrow's [23] , seem to work well only 

when the {v^} basis set members are nearly independent. On the other 

hand, Gabor's [9] appears to be almost impervious to the nonortho¬ 

gonality of the basis functions. The dependency of the basis elements 

is affected by the input signal because they are functions of time. 

For our application, a highly deterministic signal, such as a sum 

of sinusoids, is desirable, since, during the test periods, we do not 

have access to the actual input, but only to a replica of it. The 

closest we could come to a stochastic test input would be a 

pseudo-random sequence with known seed and generating algorithm. 

A. The Gram Matrix Approach to Parameter Estimation 

The equation to be solved is of the form 

y » a^x + e (3.4) 

where x is a vector of basis functions and a is a vector of weights. 

The Gram matrix procedure, or ordinary least squares linear regression 

gives a best linear unbiased estimate, ji, when the noise, e, is white 

and uncorrelated with x, and x is nonstochastic l.e., it has no noise. 
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The procedure Is to construct the Gram matrix of Inner products 

of the basis elements 

G 

(x0,x0) 

* 

* 

* 

*xn»x0* 

* * * fx~ x ) tx0,xn; 

* * * * 

(x1,xi) * 

* * * * 

*** 
(3.5) 

and a vector, t>, of inner products of the output, y, with the basis 

elements, 

b 

(y.xQ) 

* 

* 

* 

(y,xn) (3.6) 

Then, 

a G_1b (3.7) 

The definition of the inner product is conveniently chosen to be 

the correlation 
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= Efx^] (3.8) 

The advantage of this is that as long as the noise is uncorrelated 

with the vector x, 

t> * E[yx] ■ E[a^xx + exj 

= E[a^xxj + E[ex] 

= E[a^xx] + xE[e] 

» E[aTxx] + 0 (3.9) 

since 3c is presumed to be nonstochastic. 

There is a problem, however, when the x vector is corrupted. 

With incomplete knowledge of the input, the Gram procedure gives 

erroneous estimates. 

Fig. 3.2 Configuration in the Incomplete Knowledge Case 

Here, V ■ N(s^,s2) and V = N(Sj,). This is a case of practical 

interest, for there may be times when one would have the test signal 
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corrupted by noise, or times when the test signal could be added to 

the regular signal, but could not interrupt it. 

In this case, since the b vector is produced by a correlation of 

the output of the system, N, with only a part of the input signal to 

it, there is an inherent error. The Gram procedure will give an 

incorrect answer, since it will not work when lied to. Econometri¬ 

cians call this case "instrumental variables” [21] and assume that the 

estimate will be consistent, so that for large enough samples, the 

bias in the estimate will go to zero. 

A number of techniques exist, however, which seek the minimum of 

an error function, and not its zero, as does the Gram approach. Both 

Widrow, et al. [23] and Gabor, et al. [9] find the minimum of the 

squared error function. 

B_. Widrow*s Algorithm 

Widrow, et al. [23] have popularized the least-mean-square (LMS) 

algorithm. This is a steepest descent technique which has been used in 

similar contexts by Hsia and Vimolvanich [10] and Roy and Sherman 

[17]. The problem Widrow [23] considers is the estimation of the 

weights, w, on a signal vector, JC. In the case of a polynomial non¬ 

linearity, x would be a vector of powers of the argument of the non- 

T 
linearity, and w would be their coefficients, so that x w is a polyno¬ 

mial in powers of x. The output of the system, at time j, is 
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y j 
T 

x .w 
—J— 

(3.10) 

and the deviation from a desired output, or error, is 

e 
i 

(3.11) 

Minimizing the expected mean squared error, 

E[d*] - 2E[d^Xj]w + WTE[X^]W 

E[d^] - 2$^ w + wT* w 1 jJ —dx— — xx— 
(3.12) 

Setting the gradient to zero, 

V E[z2.] 
—w 1 y -2#, + 

—dx 2*xxw = 0 (3.13) 

This equation is the Wiener-Hopf equation [6] or the linear 

regression equation [21]. Rather than solve this equation by invert¬ 

ing the covariance matrix, * , Widrow uses a steepest descent formu- 
XX 

lation 

wJ+1 " «j " Hi(
E[ejl) (3.14) 

and approximates the gradient by 
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!(E[£J]) r “2£jXj (3.15) 

The advantage of this algorithm is that it does not require cal¬ 

culation of covariance matrices or their inversion. It can run in 

real-time, which is highly desireable for filtering problems. Unfor¬ 

tunately, for the present problem, this technique converges extremely 

slowly when the input signal, x, is correlated over time, as most test 

signals would be. Recent work by Coker and Simkins [4] bears this out. 

They report an example of a polynomial with six coefficients that used 

135000 samples to adapt. 

This slow performance is due to the very shallow surface formed 

by the mean-squared-error function when the basis functions, 3c, have 

large projections on each other. Attempts to transform the vector, x> 

to make its components more independent, and the problem better suited 

to the LMS algorithm have been unsuccessful. 

If the advantages of the LMS algorithm are desired, the use of a 

pseudo-random test signal is recommended. Experiments have confirmed 

that the algorithm converges quickly under these conditions. 

C. Gabor^s Technique 

Gabor, Wilby, and Woodcock [9] presented a technique which works 

very "well. It estimates the coefficients of a Volterra series by a 

mean squared error procedure. The computational algorithm takes 
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advantage of the fact that the Volterra series 

0[f(t)] 
N 
Zf 
0 

r + 
n n 

ZZf f r 
nl n2 nln2 

+ ZXZf f f_ 
n 
1 2 3 

(3.16) 

is linear in the coefficients, r. Consequently, the squared error is a 

hyperparaboloid in r, the set of parameters to be estimated. If one 

considers the two parameter case, the minimum-seeking procedure can be 

visualized as in Figure (3.3). 

Fig. 3.3 The Minimization Procedure of Gabor's Algorithm 

One calculates the squared error 

y - {0[f(t)] - g(t)}2 (3.17) 

where g(t) is the observed output. After reindexing the r^s with a 
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single index, one calculates y for three values of r^, holding rj con¬ 

stant* From these y^f one calculates a Ymin (given r^), and from that, 

an updated r^. This procedure is repeated for eack r^, until ym^n 

satisfies a stopping criterion. 

When this technique is used in the presence of noise, one com¬ 

putes an average y^. This requires a substantial amount of data. In 

[9] , this was accomplished by reusing the set of data many times. The 

method can be time consuming, and does not lend itself well to real¬ 

time, on-line applications. It has potential, though, for providing 

initial values to real-time algorithms which must start close to the 

solution in order to converge quickly. 

Three methods have been presented for the estimation of the 

nonlinearity^s parameters. The Gram matrix approach is best when the 

inputs are not corrupted, and when the inversion of the Gram matrix is 

easily accomplished. Widrow's IMS technique is good when the inputs 

have noise, when real-time operation is desired, or when inverting a 

matrix is prohibited. IMS suffers, however, from slow convergence. 

Gabor^s algorithm works much faster than IMS in many instances, but it 

requires many more computations per iteration, and is not suitable for 

real-time use. 



IV. The Adaptive Nonlinear Equalizer 

When a system excludes the possibilty of feedback equaliza¬ 

tion^], it is necessary to rely on In-line techniques. Nonlinear 

adaptive equalizers have been developed for digital channels [7; 1; 

22]. These receivers work on a decision feedback idea whereby the 

receiver's guess of the previous output undergoes nonlinear transfor¬ 

mations and is then subtracted from the signal to be evaluated, thus, 

hopefully, reducing intersymbol interference and improving the 

receiver's error rate. 

The equalizer in [8] is similar, for it, too, estimates the dis¬ 

tortion due to the nonlinearity and subtracts it from the distorted 

signal. The combination of contraction and adaptation for the equali¬ 

zation of signals, especially analog ones, does not appear to have 

been investigated previously. 

There are two advantages to making the nonlinear equalizer adap¬ 

tive. One is not having to know the precise nonlinear characteristics 

of the system to be equalized and the other is being able to have the 

equalizer track drifts in the nonlinear characteristics. 

Adaptation is necessary if the nonlinearity is not precisely 

known. Suppose the true fixed point equation describing the system 

were 
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x(t) - Q(x(*)) (4.1) 

and the equalizer were using 

X(t) = Q(X(*)). (4.2) 

Typically, one would not expect x(t) to equal X(t), for all t, espe¬ 

cially if one requires the nonlinearity to be monotonie. Consider a 

polynomial nonlinearity 

Q(*) = aQ + ax(*) + a2(*)
2 + **• (4.3) 

The error in the fixed points will be 

x(t) - X(t) = Q(x(t)) - Q(X(t)) 

- iaix
1(t) - ia1x

i(t) 

- £[a^x1(t) - 3iX
1(t)] (4.4) 

if a^ = for all i, then Q ■ Q and the fixed points are the same. If 

the fixed points are the same then 

x(t) - X(t) - 0 - Zx1(t)[a1 - 3^ (4.5) 

which requires that a^ * 3^ for all i and so Q ■ Q. Otherwise, there 
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will be errors. 

When a set of functions are orthogonal, the Orthogonality Princi¬ 

ple holds, and the error in an estimate formed by a linear combination 

of the functions will be perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the 

functions. Within the subspace, the representation is unique. 

With polynomial nonlinearities, the powers are not orthogonal for 

most inputs and so the Orthogonality Principle does not apply. In this 

case, one can get a "best linear" estimate for the coefficients, but 

it will not be unbiased. Empirically, one observes that the estimated 

coefficients depend on the test signal. This is an elementary example 

of a concern Johnson [11] expresses for the use of Wiener kernels with 

inputs other that the one for which they were calculated. In practice, 

this means that the test signal should be as similar as possible to 

the message. 

A. The Structure of the Adaptive Equalizer 

The entire problem, including the system to be modeled, looks 

like Figure (4.1). 
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The equalizer section Is the same as In the nonadaptlve case, except 

that the nonlinearity may be an approximation (such as a power series 

expansion of an exponential) and the parameters of It are Inputs. The 

parameter estimator could use any suitable algorithm. The choice 

depends, In part, on how tenuous the connection between 1 and Î Is. 
s s 

If they are Identical, so that the estimator knows exactly what input 

produced Vq, the output of the system, then the Gram matrix approach 

is applicable. 

B. Experimental Results 

The analog system in Figure (4.2) was simulated. 
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in(Vn) 

The simulation was carried out in discrete time on a PDP-11/55 mini¬ 

computer under the UNIX operating system. 

The transformation from continuous time to discrete time was by 

the bilinear transformation [16] 

s 
1- 

1+z 
(4.6) 

Although the mapping of frequencies from the Laplace domain to the z 

domain is nonlinear 

(0 2arctan(-y-) (4.7) 

where u e [~ir,ir] and fi e (-«°,»), the bilinear transformation does map 

the left half plane into the interior of the unit circle, ensuring 
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that a stable analog circuit remains stable, under the transformation. 

What is more, since the entire jw axis is mapped to the unit circle, 

the frequency response of the system is not aliased in the discrete 

time version. 

The circuit parameters were chosen so that the discrete time ver¬ 

sion would have a nice looking Impulse response, shown in Figure 

(4.3). 

—.■■■ ■«. -X.  
0 seconds .0256 0 ÏT 2ÎT 

Fig. 4.3 Impulse Response of the Discrete Time System 

The sampling rate was chosen to allow about ten harmonics below the 

Nyquist frequency. 

The "system" block of Figure (4.1) is arrived at by viewing the 

circuit as a linear network, one of whose inputs is a voltage con¬ 

trolled current source, using the diode equation 

1 (O nv n 

IA 38'7vu 
6.27xl0-i*(e -1) (4.8) 
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Fig. 4.4 The Circuit with the Nonlinearity Isolated 

In transfer function form, this is shown in Figure (4.5), 

Fig. 4.5 Transfer Function Form of the System 

where 

Z 
os 
 4.9975x10   

1.0000 + 3.1849X10~
4
S + 1.8230xl0_11s2 
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or 
l.SaSOxlO"1 + l«3549xl0~1z~1 - 1.8510xl0~2z~2 

1.0000 + 2.6913xlO-1z-1 - 7.2691xlO-1z~2 
(4.9) 

Z 
on 
 4.9975xlO~1 + 2.8636xl0~4s  

1.0000 + 3.1849X10_48 + 1.8230xl0“Us2 

or 8.4408xl0~* + 1.3549xl0~
1z~1 - 7.OSeOxlO^z"2 

1.0000 + 2.6913xl0"1z"1 - 7.2691xlO_1z~2 
(4.10) 

 4.9975xl02  

1.0000 + 3.1849xl0-4s + 1.8230xl0-11s2 

6.7744X101 + 1.3549X102Z~1 + 6.7744xlQ1z~2 

1.0000 + 2.6913xl0-1z"1 - 7.2691xl0_1z"2 
(4.11) 

2 -4 
 -5.0025x10 ~ 2.8636x10 s  

1.0000 + 3.1849X10_4S + 1.8230xl0“Us2 

-6.8588x10* ~ 1.3562xl02z~1 - 6.7035xl01z~2 

1.0000 + 2.6913xlO“1z“1 - 7.2691xl0_1z“2 
(4.12) 

and 
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6.4936 + 1.7476z-1 - 4.7203z 

1.0000 + 8.7980xl0“1z“1 - 1.2020xl0-1z-2 
(4.13) 

The boxed portion of Figure (4.5) Is a fixed point system, and 

must be solved iteratively. At first, a plain contraction mapping was 

used. Convergence problems were encountered, so Newton's method was 

substituted. 

Problems of convergence are made worse by the PDP-ll's short 

floating point length. The maximum floating point number is about 

38 
3x10 . What is worse, the computer and operating system handle over¬ 

flows by setting the value to zero. This introduces a graceless non¬ 

linearity into the system. Attempts to clip the signals suggest, how¬ 

ever, that the fundamental source of stability problems in the simula¬ 

tion is the convergence condition on the contraction mapping (Equa¬ 

tions (1.6) and (1.7)); the nonlinearity must be small compared to the 

linear component. 

This is confirmed by calculating the values of g and K from Equa¬ 

tions (1.7) and (1.6). One finds that the value of g is 

1/( —421 ) ■ -2.375x10 and if one uses Equation (4.8) for the non¬ 

linearity, Equation (1.6) becomes 

max|e38*7x - e38*7y| <3.788xl010max|x - y| (4.14) 
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Supposing that x ■ a ■ -y, a is found to equal .64 . Twice .64, or 

1.28, is the maximum difference in successive samples of VR which 

allows the contraction to contract. This translates to a value of 

about .4649 at the input. Experimentally, the equalizer becomes 

unstable for inputs with a maximum amplitude of about .525 . The 

discrepancy is due to the delays in Znfl. It was found that increasing 

the sampling rate to reduce the difference between successive samples 

of the input improved the maximum tolerable input only slightly. 

Again, this is due to the memory in the system. 

The equalizer solves the equation 

k+1 -1 -1 k 
/ - Z Z v + (Z -Z Z Z )i (v ) 
n ns os o nn ns os on n' n 

(4.15) 

and then produces 

v 
d 

(4.16) 

where vm is the final iterate, 
n 

There are two ways to do the contraction. One is in a function 

space, that is, in each iteration a value for each time point is 

found. The other way is point-wise, calculating all of the iterations 

of one time point before proceding to the next point. The second 

method converges faster because the system has memory and past states 
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are better estimated in the second scheme. The initial value approxi¬ 

mation given in Equation (2.16) improves the point-by-point technique. 

The adaptive parameter estimation technique used was the Gram 

approach, since it is the simplest, and the simulation had complete 

knowledge of the input. 

Comparisons of the techniques can be made from the graph of 

experimental data, Figure (4.6), 
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Equalized 

Iterations 

Fig. 4.6 Performance of the Adaptive Nonlinear Equalizer 
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The pointwise contraction is about one and one half iterations 

ahead of the functional contraction, and the improved starting point 

adds about one more iteration of advantage. The adaptive scheme 

approximates the exponential function with an eleventh order polyno¬ 

mial. The poorer asymptotic noise reduction is due to approximation 

error. For practical purposes, the adaptive equalizer converges to 

its maximum effect in about three iterations. The exact equalizer 

achieves its much better performance in five iterations. 

An example in which a polynomial nonlinearity was equalized with 

perturbed coefficients, and also with coefficients adaptively 

estimated, is shown in Figure (4.7). 
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Iterations 

In this case, the adaptive equalizer was able to estimate the 

nonlinearity's parameters exactly, so the distortion reduction was the 

best experimentally obtainable. 

When the adaptation is not exact, the choice of test signal is 

important. Figure (4.8) illustrates the effect of adapting to a test 

signal much different than the message. 
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4*!9«*at 

Z.9l«~i7 

Fig* 4.8 Effects of Test Signals on the Adaptation 

The upper left hand panel is the log DFT of the output of the linear 

system when *5sin(2irl56t) + *5sin(2ïï469t) is the input. This is what 

the equalized output should have look like. To its right is the log 

DFT of the output of the nonlinear system with the exponential non¬ 

linearity for the same input. Below it is the log DFT of the output of 

the adaptive equalizer with *5sin(2irl56t) as the test signal. The 
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lower right hand panel Is the output of the equalizer with 

1.0sin(2irl56t) for the test signal. In each case, the equalizer per¬ 

formed nine iterations, beyond which there did not appear to be 

further improvement in the result. The test signal with an amplitude 

equal to the maximum possible in the signal did significantly better 

in reducing harmonic distortion. It is important that the test signal 

have the same magnitude as the message, unless the equalizer can adapt 

to the nonlinearity exactly (as in the previous example). 

A typical protocol one might use on a communication channel would 

be to send the test signal periodically, and update the coefficients. 

The time between updates should be small compared to drift times of 

the parameters of the channel. If one is using a minimizing algorithm, 

rather than the Gram approach, it should be possible to transmit the 

test signal on top of the normal message and then to separate its 

effect on the output. 



V. Conclusions 

The contraction mapping based nonlinear equalizer has been shown 

to be amenable to being made adaptive. While the adaptive equalizer 

does not perform as well as an exact solution, it is satisfactory for 

many applications for which there may be no alternative. The imple¬ 

mentation of the contraction mapping as a pointwise procedure with a 

predicted starting value permits a significant improvement in conver¬ 

gence time over the procedure which imitates the theory. The conver¬ 

gence of the algorithm is sufficiently fast that there is hope that 

this procedure may be done in real time. The advantage of the func¬ 

tional contraction over the pointwise contraction appears when one 

accomplishes the iterations as a cascade of identical stages. 

The strength of the method lies in digital processing of dis¬ 

torted signals. Constructing analog circuits to perform these func¬ 

tions was attempted and abandoned because of the complexity of the 

equalizer circuits required, even for a very simple distorting system. 

A weakness of the method is the relatively small levels of distortion 

which it can handle. The simulation example is a passive network. With 

active elements, the value of g in Equation (1.7) will be even 

smaller. An opportunity for further work is in searching for another 

contraction mapping, such as Newton's method, which has the same fixed 

point as Equation (1.5), but has nicer convergence properties. 
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Another area for further investigation is in the choice of test 

signals. It may be possible to accomplish the adaptation without a 

knowledge of the signal, but only of its statistics [2]. 
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